Motorized Wall/Ceiling Mounted Projection Screens

PREMIER SERIES

PERFECTLY FLAT VIEWING SURFACE DELIVERS PERFECT IMAGE CLARITY

FEATURES

• The Premier’s automatic Tab Tensioning System delivers incredible picture quality with its perfectly flat viewing surface. See page 10 for more benefits of Draper’s Tab Tensioning System.

• Motor is mounted inside the roller on special vibration insulators, so its operation is smooth and silent.

• Your choice of M1300, M2500, HiDef Grey or Cineflex rear projection viewing surface.

OPTIONS

• Extra Drop—Additional drop is optional, up to 12’ overall height, either white or black (black is standard). Extra drop will increase the overall length of the case.

• Black Masking Borders—Standard for all formats.

• Ceiling Opening Trim Kit—for recessed installations. See below for details.

• Projected Mounting Brackets—provides a 6” clearance.

• Motor and Control Options—Refer to page 6. Available with optional Quiet Motors, Motors with Built-In Low Voltage Controller, or Quiet Motors with Built-In Low Voltage Controller.

SIZES AND FORMATS

AV Format: from 50” x 50” to 12’ x 16’
NTSC Format: from 6’ to 20’ diagonal
HDTV Format: from 65” to 220” diagonal
16:10 Format: from 67” to 226” diagonal
WideScreen Format: from 99” to 218” diagonal

Some sizes require large style case (see photo at left). Custom sizes available.

Full details available at: www.draperinc.com/go/Premier.htm
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CEILING OPENING TRIM KIT

FOR CEILING-RECESSED PREMIER, TARGA AND LUMA 2 SCREENS

Designed for ceiling-recessed installations of Premier, Targa and Luma 2 models. Trims out the opening and forms a finished slot in the ceiling allowing for passage of the viewing surface. Attaches to screen end caps.

Painted white to match ceiling grid, resulting in a professional, attractive, ceiling-recessed installation. Slot includes finished flange to accept acoustical ceiling tile or grid. Slot measures only 2 1/8” in width.

Aluminum operating pole is a recommended option for the Luma 2.

With the Draper Ceiling Trim Kit, the slot is always exactly the right size and in precisely the right location. Our finished slot is always flush, square, attractive and the same length as the screen case.
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